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Preface 

About This Guide 

The BlackRidge TAC Gateway model-specific Setup Guide(s) is the prerequisite for this 
document. The procedures outlined in that guide must be performed before attempting to use 
the information in this document. 

This Quick Start Guide is designed to enable the administrator to successfully leverage the 
cloaking capabilities of the BlackRidge TAC Gateways with minimal effort and time. 

It makes no attempt to cover all the administrative aspects of the command line interface (CLI) 
for configuring the product. Instead, a simple configuration is used as the basis for introducing a 
subset of the commands supported by the product. 

This Quick Start Guide provides guidance in the following areas: 

 Generating, exporting and importing symmetric keys for two BlackRidge TAC Gateways 

 Configuring the TAC Token Insertion gateway to trust a IPv4 network endpoint 

 Configuring  the TAC Token Resolution gateway to protect a IPv4 network endpoint 

 Creating a rule to govern the communications between networks and endpoints 

connected by BlackRidge TAC Gateways 

 Employing Static Identities to configure unidirectional authentication for all network 

communications between two IPv4 endpoints (e.g., a Trusted Host and Protected 

Resource) connected through two BlackRidge TAC Gateways 

 Cloaking the network endpoint defined as a Protected Resource, effectively removing it 

from unauthorized access, awareness and reconnaissance.  

For advanced configuration topics, refer to the BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Configuration Guide.  

For descriptions of the CLI commands, refer to the BlackRidge 2.3 Command Reference. 
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Related Material 

The BlackRidge documentation set consists of: 

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Getting Started Guide provides a high-level roadmap for 

leveraging the documentation set to successfully install and configure each model of the 

BlackRidge family of gateway products.  

 BlackRidge BR-3110 1G Branch TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required to 

set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required to 

set up the virtual gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-2210 10G Virtual TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required 

to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3100 1G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required 

to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3120/BR-3121 1G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps 

required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3220-T/BR-3221-T 10G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the 

steps required to set up the gateway for network access and operation. 

 BlackRidge BR-3220-F 10G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps 

required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3221-SR/BR-3221-LR 10G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines 

the steps required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-2051 IBM Z-System LPAR TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps 

required to set up the gateway for network access and operation on the IBM Z Systems 

platform.  

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Quick Start Guide describes the concepts and procedures to 

configure cloaking and Static Identities for unidirectional authentication of IPv4 network 

endpoints.   

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Configuration Guide describes the advanced concepts and 

procedures to configure cloaking, Static Identities, IDMS Identities, and Dynamic 

Identities for bidirectional authentication for multiple IPv4 and IPv6 network endpoints. 

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - ADCRS Agent Dynamic AD Integration Deployment Guide 

describes the advanced concepts and procedures to dynamically integrate the ADCRS 

Agent with BlackRidge TAC Gateways 

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway – Command Reference Guide contains the descriptions of the 

commands, arguments and options that are used by the administrator to set up, 

configure, and maintain the BlackRidge TAC Gateways.   
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Who Should Use This Guide 

This guide is intended for experienced IT and networking professionals who are responsible for 
basic configuration of the various BlackRidge TAC Gateways comprising the BlackRidge product 
line.  
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How This Guide is Organized 

Section I provides an overview of the operation and administration concepts of Static Identities, 
generating and managing symmetric keys (skeys), defining network endpoints as Trusted Hosts 
and Protected Resources. It acquaints the administrator with the scope of the tasks involved 
with configuring cloaking—the security protection provided by BlackRidge TAC Gateways. 

Section II provides a sample network topology as the objective to achieve by using this guide. 
There is a high-level task map to orient the administrator while performing the low-level steps of 
configuring the administrative properties of the gateways. The actual definitions used to 
configure the gateways for the sample network topology are provided up front to assist the 
configuration process. The gateways can be configured in a variety of ways. And each has its 
own predictable behavior which is described in this section. Lastly, it describes the process of 
configuring the BlackRidge TAC Gateway to trust network endpoints (Trusted Hosts) that have 
been deemed trustworthy. 

Section III presents a high-level task map to orient the administrator while performing the low-
level steps of configuring the gateway to protect high-value assets. The actual definitions used to 
configure the gateways for the sample network topology are provided up front to assist the 
configuration process. The gateways can be configured in a variety of ways. And each has its 
own predictable behavior which is described in this section. Lastly, it describes the process of 
configuring the BlackRidge gateway to protect high-value network assets (Protected Resource).  

Appendix A contains the commands that can be used to configure the gateway to support a 
Static Identity-based Trusted Host without delving into the instructive text of this guide. This 
may be used by those who have some level of familiarity and experience with configuring 
previous versions of the BlackRidge TAC Gateways.  

Appendix B contains the commands that can be used to configure the gateway to support a 
Static Identity-based Protected Resource without delving into the instructive text of this guide. 
This may be used by those who have some level of familiarity and experience with configuring 
previous versions of the BlackRidge TAC Gateways. 
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Typographical Conventions 

This document uses the following typographic conventions to help you locate and identify 
information:  

Italic text  

Identifies new terms, emphasis, and book titles  

Bold text  

Identifies button names and other items that you can click or touch in the graphical user 
interface or press on a computer keyboard  

Courier New 

Identifies commands, command syntax, command arguments and system prompts 

Bold Courier New 

Identifies command strings being executed by the system via the CLI. 

Note: Notes provide extra information about a topic that is good to know but not essential to 
the process.  

Caution: Cautions draw your attention to actions that could compromise the security of your 
system or result in the loss of data. 
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Static Identities—Administration Concepts 

This section describes the administrative concepts for configuring Static Identities to represent 
and manage network endpoints configured as either Trusted Hosts or Protected Resources.  The 
BlackRidge TAC Gateways authenticate conversations between these network resources 
configured as Static Identities.  

A Static Identity is composed of a name, symmetric skey (skey), hashing algorithm, and a 
network endpoint. These elements are used by the BlackRidge TAC Gateway to create the 
security tokens, representing the Static Identity, that are inserted into a TCP/IP connection 
request on behalf of a Trusted Host. The tokenized TCP/IP connection request associated with 
the incoming Static Identity is subsequently resolved, and if authenticated, it is forwarded to the 
Protected Resource by way of its BlackRidge TAC Gateway.  

Note: Only a network endpoint configured as a Trusted Host can successfully initiate a TCP/IP 
connection to a Protected Resource.  

The BlackRidge TAC Gateways can be configured to support two modes of authentication—
unidirectional and bidirectional. In unidirectional authentication mode, the token inserter (e.g., 
the BlackRidge TAC Gateway that performs the task of inserting the skey-based security token 
on behalf of its Trusted Host) is used to create a unique symmetric key (skey) that is exported.  

The exported skey is subsequently imported on the token resolver (e.g., the BlackRidge TAC 
Gateway that performs the task of resolving the security token on behalf of its Protected 
Resource) and used to create another Static Identity to represent the Protected Resource.  

This allows the token resolver to authenticate the TCP/IP connection requests originating from 
the token inserter.  This enables the token resolver to authenticate the Static Identity 
representing the Trusted Host and to pass the TCP/IP connection request on to the Protected 
Resource.   

In bidirectional mode, two unique skeys are created and shared between two BlackRidge TAC 
Gateways. This enables TCP/IP connection requests to be initiated from either the token inserter 
or the token resolver to Protected Resources located on either of the two BlackRidge TAC 
Gateways. Configuring bidirectional authentication is a more advanced task, and as such, is 
covered in the BlackRidge TAC Gateway – Configuration Guide. 

This Quick Start guide focuses on configuring the BlackRidge Gateways to operate in 
unidirectional authentication mode. 

At a high level, the configuration of the Static Identities comprises the following tasks: 
 Create Symmetric keys (skeys) 

 Export and import skeys 

 Add an Identity for a Trusted Host 

 Define a Trusted Host 

 Associate the Identity to a host 

 Add an Identity for a Protected Resource 

 Define a Protected Resource 

 Create a rule(s) 

 Link the Identity to the rule   
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Symmetric Keys  

There are two methods for creating symmetric skeys—generating them directly or generating 
them indirectly through pre-shared keys (pkeys). To date, the more common practice for 
generating skeys is without the use of pkeys. Whatever method is used, the skeys must be 
generated before any Static Identity can be created on a gateway. 

For the purpose of this document and its sample configuration(s), the skeys are generated 
directly—no pkeys are used. The following procedure is used to generate symmetric keys (skeys) 
on one of the two gateways.  

The examples included in this Quick Start Guide are based on a configuration of only two 
gateways: Gateway-1 and Gateway-2. Customer security requirements and environment will 
dictate how many gateways will be required. At minimum, there must be at least two gateways, 
one for inserting the TAC Tokens (token inserter gateway) and the other for both resolving the 
TAC Tokens (token resolver gateway) and enforcing the security policy. 

The following table provides a high-level view of the tasks required for defining and sharing the 
skeys between participating gateways. It is intended to provide the necessary context for 
performing this procedure. The skey is used to encode the Identities that represent both Trusted 
Hosts and Protected Resources.  
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Table 1.1 – High-level view of generating and sharing skeys between gateways 
 

PERFORM 
WHAT TASKS? 

1. Generate the skey 

2. Export the skey. 

3. Import the skey 

ON WHAT 
GATEWAY? 

All gateways participating in the process of inserting and resolving TAC Tokens 
for a Trusted Host(s) and a Protected Resource(s). 

FOR WHAT 
PURPOSE? 

 skeys are required to encode the Identities created on each gateway.  

 skeys are exported and imported as a method for sharing the skey 

between gateways. This enables Identities that are created with 

shared, unique skeys on two or more gateways, to initiate and 

establish TCP/IP connections between each other. 

USING WHAT 
COMMANDS? 

1. /identity/skeys/generate 

2. /identity/skeys/export 

3. /identity/skeys/import 

COMMENT 

Since the skey is used to encode the Static Identity, it can be thought of as 
representing the Static Identity.  

When only one network endpoint (e.g., a laptop) is to successfully initiate 
TCP/IP connections to a Protected Resource, configure the BlackRidge TAC 
Gateways as follows: 

On Gateway-1 
Using the locally-generated skey, create a Static Identity for 
the laptop, and configure it as a Trusted Host. Export the 
skey to Gateway-2. 

On Gateway-2 
Using the imported skey from Gateway-1, create another 
Static Identity for the server resource, and configure it as a 
Protected Resource. 
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Managing skeys 

This section describes the commands and arguments used to generate, export and import skeys 
between gateways. From an operational perspective, the skeys represent the Static Identities. 
The commands and examples in this section illustrate the proper methods for setting up the 
skeys so that they can be used to determine which BlackRidge-protected endpoint(s) can initiate 
a TCP/IP connection request.  

The skey is used to create a Static Identity for a network endpoint. That Identity can be 
configured to operate as a Trusted Host, a Protected Resource or both. For example, the skey 
generated on Gateway-1 (for a Trusted Host) has to be shared using the 
/identity/skeys/export command.  When the skey has been shared, it is imported 

using the /identity/skeys/import command to create an Identity for a Protected 
Resource. It’s only by sharing the skey in this manner that the gateway, to which the Protected 
Resource is attached, can authenticate and authorize the TCP/IP connection requests from the 
Trusted Host. 

As in the above example, whenever there is only one skey shared between two gateways, 
authentication of the TCP/IP session occurs in one direction—from the Trusted Host to the 
Protected Resource. This is referred to as “Unidirectional Authentication.”  The gateway, to 
which the Protected Resource is connected, is responsible for authenticating and authorizing 
network access to it.  

Note: The best practice is to configure the gateways to support unidirectional authentication. An 
exception to this is when there are two network endpoints that need to be able to initiate 
TCP/IP connections to each other, for example, in RDP or TeamViewer environments. In this 
case, the token inserter and token resolver gateways should be configured to support 
bidirectional authentication. This is accomplished by (1) generating and exchanging two unique 
skeys—one unique skey is created on the token inserter gateway and shared with the token 
resolver gateway in order to create identities originating from the token inserter gateway (one 
direction); then another unique skey is created on the token resolver gateway and shared with 
the token inserter gateway in order to create identities originating from the token resolver 
gateway (the opposite direction)—and (2) creating two Static Identities on each of the two 
network endpoints—one for a Trusted Host and the other for a Protected Resource.  

So, with bidirectional authentication, you end up with the network endpoint connected to the 
token inserter gateway being configured as both a Trusted Host AND a Protected Resource as 
well as having the networked asset connected to the token resolver gateway being configured as 
both a Protected Resource AND a Trusted Host. 

Certain commands must be executed on a specific gateway and in a particular order. This guide 
makes clear what commands are to be executed on which gateways. 

Note: For a complete description of all commands and arguments, please refer to the BlackRidge 
2.3 Command Reference.  

Caution: All user-defined command argument values included in this document are unique to 
this sample configuration. Only values that are appropriate for the requirements for your unique 
configuration should be used. 
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Defining a Trusted Host(s)  

The Trusted Host is the endpoint represented by the source Internet Protocol (IP) address, or in 
the case of a wireless endpoint, it is represented by the Media Access Control (MAC) address.  

These addresses are used to bind with a Static Identity. The Static Identity is used both to 
authenticate a conversation between two network endpoints—Trusted Host and Protected 
Resource, and to enforce policies governing access to the Protected Resources.  

Table 1.2 – High-level view of defining a Trusted Host 

 
PERFORM 

WHAT TASKS? 

1. Add a Static Identity  

2. Add a Trusted Host  

3. Associate the Static Identity with the Trusted Host 

USING WHAT 
COMMANDS? 

1. /identity/add 

2. /identity/host/add 

3. /identity/associate 

ON WHAT 
GATEWAY? 

On all BlackRidge gateways that allow a network endpoint (i.e., Trusted Host) to 
successfully initiate and establish a TCP/IP connection through it to a BlackRidge-
protected network asset (i.e., Protected Resource). These gateways insert TAC 
security Tokens for the Identities linked to the Trusted Hosts.  

FOR WHAT 
PURPOSE? 

/identity/add 

Is executed to create a Static Identity comprising (1) a 
Static Identity name, (2) a skey, and (3) a hashing 
algorithm. This Static identity is used by the 
BlackRidge software running on the gateway to 
authenticate the conversation between the Trusted 
Host(s) and the Protected Resource. 

/identity/host/add 

Is executed to create a Trusted Host comprising (1) a 
Trusted Host name, (2) its IP address or (3) MAC 
address for a wireless endpoint. 

/identity/associate 

Is executed to associate the newly created Static 
Identity and Trusted Host through a binding process. 
This results in the network endpoint being 
represented by the Static Identity. 

COMMENT 

If the network topology contains network endpoints that must be able to initiate 
TCP/IP connections through a BlackRidge TAC Gateway to a protected networked 
asset, it must be configured as a Trusted Host with an associated Static Identity.  
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Defining a Protected Resource(s) and Rule(s)  

The Protected Resource is the network endpoint identified by the destination Internet Protocol 
(IP) address, or in the case of a wireless endpoint, it is represented by the Media Access Control 
(MAC) address. These addresses are used to bind with an Identity.  

The Static Identity is used both to authenticate a conversation between two network 
endpoints—Protected Resource and Trusted Host, and to enforce policies governing access to 
Protected Resource. The BlackRidge product ensures that the Protected Resource can only be 
accessed by an authenticated, authorized Trusted Host. 

Table 1.3 – High level context for defining a Protected Resource and Rule 

PERFORM 
WHAT TASKS? 

1. Add a Static Identity 

2. Create a Protected Resource 

3. Create a Rule to be added to the access control policy 

4. Link the Static Identity to the access control policy Rule 

USING WHAT 
COMMANDS? 

1. /identity/add 

2. /policy/rule/resource/add 

3. /policy/rule/add 

4. /identity/link 

ON WHAT 
GATEWAY? 

On all BlackRidge TAC Gateways that allow a TCP/IP connection request to be 
established through it to an attached, network endpoint (i.e., a Protected Resource). 
Only an authenticated Trusted Host is authorized to establish a TCP/IP connection 
through a BlackRidge TAC Gateway to a Protected Resource.  

The gateway, on which the Protected Resource is configured, enforces the user-
defined rule(s) and security policy. It resolves the TAC security Tokens that were 
received from the gateway that inserted them on behalf of its configured Trusted 
Host.  
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FOR WHAT 
PURPOSE? 

/identity/add 

To create a Static Identity comprising (1) a 
Static Identity name, (2) a skey, and (3) a 
hashing algorithm. This identity is used by 
the BlackRidge software running on the 
gateway to authenticate the conversation 
between the Trusted Host and the 
Protected Resource. 

/policy/rule/resource/add 

To create a Protected Resource comprising 
(1) a Resource name, (2) its IP address, and 
(3) a mask  

Note: the mask value is used to identify the 
number of protected resources to which 
the rule(s) bind. 

This enables the gateway(s) that is 
configured to resolve TAC Tokens received 
from other gateways, to distinguish 
between those Identities that are either 
authorized or unauthorized. 

/policy/rule/add 

To create a Rule comprising (1) a Rule 
name, (2) an action, and (3) a Resource 
name. 

This enables the gateway(s) that is 
configured to resolve TAC Tokens received 
from other gateways, to make the 
appropriate access control decisions (i.e., 
discard or forward packets) based on 
whether or not the Static Identity is either 
authorized or unauthorized.   

/identity/link 

To create a Link comprising (1) a Static 

Identity name and (2) a Rule name. 

This enables the gateway(s) that is 
configured to resolve TAC Tokens received 
from other gateways, to selectively apply a 
Rule(s) to Identities.  

COMMENT 

If the network topology contains network endpoints (i.e., Protected Resources) that 
must be able to accept TCP/IP requests and establish those connections through a 
BlackRidge gateway, they must be configured as a Protected Resource with a linked 
Static Identity and Rule.  
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Now that the administrative concepts for the following procedures have been outlined, we will 

now focus on executing the low-level tasks and commands that underpin them: 

 Generating, exporting, and importing skeys;  

 Creating Identities and associating them with Trusted Hosts  

 Creating Identities and linking them to Rules to enforce access control policy on 

Protected Resources  

The following pages contain the sample topology, task map, and gateway definitions.  

And it outlines the specific commands, arguments, and user-defined values that are required to 

complete the configuration of the BlackRidge TAC Gateways to support the Static Identity 

cloaking model. 
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Topology for Two IPv4 Network Endpoints with Static 
Identities 

The objective of this of this guide is to enable the administrator to achieve the following 
configuration:  

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 – Unidirectional Authentication of Two Network Endpoints 

The configuration comprises the following:   

 Two BlackRidge TAC Gateways, Gateway-1 performing TAC Token Insertion and 

Gateway-2 performing TAC Token Resolution and policy enforcement 

 One Trusted Host, node name Thost10 with IP address 192.168.1.10,  initiates: 

o TCP/IP connection requests to the Protected Resource  

 One Protected Resource, node name Phost66 with IP address 192.168.1.66,  accepts: 

o TCP/IP connection requests from the Trusted Host  

 One Unauthorized Client that can be used as an attack system to verify proper 

configuration of the BlackRidge TAC Gateways—it should not be able to access the 

Protected Resource. 
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Note: When using physical hardware, as in this basic topology, Switch 2 and Switch 3 are 

optional. The Trusted Host and Protected Resource systems could plug directly into the trusted 

ports of the gateways.  Switch 2 and Switch 3 are added in this sample configuration to 

accommodate expansion of the topology to include multiple Trusted Host and Protected 

Resource systems.   
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Task Map for Configuring a Trusted Host 

   

EXPORT 

Symmetric Key (skey) from the TAC Token Insertion Gateway 

ASSOCIATE 

Static Identity with Trusted Host 

CONFIGURE 

Trusted Host 

GENERATE 

Symmetric Key (skey) on the TAC Token Insertion Gateway 
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Static Identity Definitions for Gateway-1 

This section contains the definitions and commands to configure a Static Identity on the TAC 
Insertion Gateway, Gateway-1, to support one IPv4 network endpoint defined as a Trusted Host.  

This configuration enables this network endpoint to participate in unidirectional authentication 
with another network endpoint that is defined as a Protected Resource. 

 

Gateway -1 DEFINITIONS 
OBJECT VALUE 

skey GW1_GW2 

Static Identity TID_Thost10 

Trusted Host Thost10 

IP Address 192.168.4.10 

Mask 255.255.255.255 

Associate Static Identity with Trusted Host: 
TID_Thost10 & Thost10 

Table 2.1 – Definitions Used to Create a Trusted Host 

 

Caveat: The following commands and argument values are used for illustration purposes only. 

Only use definitions and command arguments that are appropriate for your unique security 

requirements and local environment.  
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Static Identities—Operational Context for Trusted Hosts 

This section describes the commands and arguments used to define Trusted Hosts. From an 
operational perspective, Trusted Hosts are linked to Static Identities. 

The commands and examples in this section illustrate the proper methods for setting up a 
network endpoint to function exclusively as a Trusted Host. 

By configuring the network endpoint to function exclusively as a Trusted Host, it will be able to 
initiate TCP/IP connection requests through the BlackRidge TAC Gateway to a Protected 
Resource. 

The following list outlines the capabilities and limitations of a network endpoint that is 
configured as a Trusted Host.  

It answers the question: “What network endpoint can initiate and establish TCP/IP connections 
in a configuration based on unidirectional authentication?” 

 Any BlackRidge-authenticated network endpoint that is given access to a BlackRidge-

protected, network-attached asset, is by definition a Trusted Host.  

 By configuring a network endpoint to function exclusively as a Trusted Host, it can 

initiate outbound TCP/IP connection requests through its BlackRidge TAC Gateway to any 

other network endpoint that is accessible on either the untrusted (port U) or trusted 

(port T) networks.   

 It can both respond to and initiate TCP/IP requests to network endpoints connected to 

port T of its BlackRidge TAC Gateway.   

 It cannot receive or respond to any inbound TCP/IP connection requests from any other 

network endpoint connected to port U of its BlackRidge TAC Gateway.  This includes any 

other Trusted Hosts and Protected Resources. 

 All network endpoints, other than those defined as Trusted Hosts, cannot initiate 

outbound TCP/IP connection requests through its BlackRidge TAC Gateway to any other 

network endpoint that is accessible on either the untrusted (port U) or trusted (port T) 

networks. 

Conversely, by configuring the network endpoint to function as a Trusted Host AND a Protected 
Resource, it will be able to both initiate TCP/IP connection requests through the BlackRidge TAC 
Gateway to a Protected Resource, AND receive and respond to any inbound TCP/IP connection 
request from other BlackRidge authenticated, authorized network endpoints. This configuration 
implements bidirectional authentication.  

Configuring bidirectional authentication is covered in the BlackRidge TAC Gateway – 
Configuration Guide. 
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Trusted Hosts can be added using their IPv4 or IPv6 address. When both address formats are 
required, a Trusted Host list should be used.  The instructions for creating a Trusted Host list are 
also covered in BlackRidge TAC Gateway – Configuration Guide. 

Note: Certain commands must be executed on a specific gateway and in a particular order. This 
guide makes clear what commands are to be executed on which gateways. 

Caution: All user-defined command argument values included in this document are unique to 
this sample configuration. Ensure that you use values that are appropriate for the requirements 
for your unique configuration. 
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The following steps are executed on Gateway-1 
 

Task: Gateway-1 – Generate a Unique skey  

Focus for this task: Generate the skey. Use the resultant MD5 checksum of the generated skey 
to validate its integrity when exporting and importing skeys between gateways. The skeys 
represent the Trusted Host(s) and Protected Resource(s) configured on the BlackRidge 
gateways.  

The skey is one of three critical components (i.e., Static Identity name, skey, and hashing 
algorithm) required to create Static Identities. The gateways generate TAC Tokens on behalf of 
network endpoints that are configured as either Trusted Host(s) or Protected Resources(s). 
BlackRidge TAC Gateways can validate each other’s TAC tokens only if they share the same 
skeys. 

The name assigned to the skey has no relevance to the operation of the BlackRidge software or 
the supported gateways. It is used strictly for visual management of the overall configuration of 
Static Identities and the policies that govern them. skey naming is only meaningful to each 
unique environment. 

For example, when two gateways are to validate the TAC tokens received from each other, they 
must share the same skey. And since they will share the same skey, it would help the readability 
of the overall configuration if the skeys were assigned the same name.  

Caution: As a reminder, the following procedure contains steps with commands, user-defined 
arguments and values. These are for illustration purposes only. Only use values that are unique 
to your environment and requirements.  

Step 1: Generate the skey from a random value. 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /identity/skeys 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> show 

    # Name      PKey(local/import)   MD5 Chksum 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> generate name=GW1_GW2 

skey 'GW1_GW2' generated 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> show 

    # Name      PKey(local/import)   MD5 Chksum 

    1 GW1_GW2   <none>/<none>        C8321EE02FA21B5D8263DAB67A7588C9 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> 
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In the example above, the /identity/skeys/show command is used to display skeys 
defined before and after executing the generate command.  

The generated skey value is run through an MD5 algorithm to produce a checksum that can be 
used to verify consistency of the skeys when exporting and importing them between gateways.  

C8321EE02FA21B5D8263DAB67A7588C9 

The checksum produced for the skey generated on and exported from Gateway-1 should be 
identical to the checksum for that skey when imported on any other gateway.  
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Task: Gateway-1 – Generate a Static Identity for Trusted Host  

Focus for this task: Configure an Static Identity and a Trusted Host on Gateway-1 

Step 2: Create a Static Identity  

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> show 

Identity Summary: In-Database: -1  In-Driver: 0 

Status Legend: 

 'I' Identity Enabled         'i' Identity Disabled  'A'  Associated 

with Trusted Host(s) 

 'R' Rule Linked and Enabled  'r' Rule Linked and Disabled  ' ' No 

Linked Rule and not Associated 

 '+' Loaded in Policy Engine  '-' Not Loaded in Policy Engine   

 'S' Static Identity          'D' Dynamic Identity 

Index Status Name  

 

 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> add name=TID_Thost10 skey=GW1_GW2 

alg=HMAC-SHA-256 comment="This identity was created on Gateway-1 for 

a Trusted Host" enable=yes 

identity 'TID_Thost10' added 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> show 

Identity Summary: In-Database: -1  In-Driver: 0 

Status Legend: 

 'I' Identity Enabled         'i' Identity Disabled  'A'  Associated 

with Trusted Host(s) 

 'R' Rule Linked and Enabled  'r' Rule Linked and Disabled  ' ' No 

Linked Rule and not Associated 

 '+' Loaded in Policy Engine  '-' Not Loaded in Policy Engine   

 'S' Static Identity          'D' Dynamic Identity 

Index Status Name  

    1  I  -S   TID_Thost10 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> 

 

In this example, the /identity/show command is used to display Identities before and after 

executing the add command. 
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Task: Gateway-1 – Add Trusted Host  
 

 

Step 3: Add a Trusted Host (or Trusted Host List) 
 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/host/> show 

    # Name                      IP             Mask        MAC Address 

 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/host/> add name=Thost10 

ip=192.168.4.10 mask=255.255.255.255 

Trusted host Thost10 added 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/host/> show 

    # Name                      IP             Mask        MAC Address 

    1 Thost10         192.168.4.10  255.255.255.255 

 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/host/> 

 

In this example, we’ve added a Trusted Host by using its IPv4 address.  

NOTE: Specifying a mask value of 255.255.255.255 with a class C network address of 
192.168.4.10 limits the range of hosts (Trusted Hosts) to a single network endpoint. If you want 
to trust all network endpoints on the 192.168.4 network, define the mask value as 
255.255.255.0.  

Another example is when you have a class B network address (e.g., 

129.150.3.10), and you want to trust all hosts on the 129.150 

network, define the mask as 255.255.0.0.  

You can also add multiple hosts, both IPv4 and IPv6, by creating a Trusted Host List. See either 
the BlackRidge 2.3 Command Reference or the BlackRidge TAC Gateway – Configuration Guide 
for descriptions and examples of each. 
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Task: Gateway-1 – Associate Static Identity with Trusted Host  
 

Step 4: Associate the Static Identity with the Trusted Host 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> associate name=TID_Thost10 

host=Thost10 

identity 'TID_Thost10' associated with trusted host(s) 'Thost10' 

identity driver status: LOADED 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> show 

Identity Summary: In-Database: 0  In-Driver: 1 

Status Legend: 

 'I' Identity Enabled         'i' Identity Disabled  'A'  Associated 

with Trusted Host(s) 

 'R' Rule Linked and Enabled  'r' Rule Linked and Disabled  ' ' No 

Linked Rule and not Associated 

 '+' Loaded in Policy Engine  '-' Not Loaded in Policy Engine   

 'S' Static Identity          'D' Dynamic Identity 

Index Status Name  

    1  I  A+S   TID_Thost10 

 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> 

 

Task: Gateway-1 – Export the skey  

Step 5: Export the skey.  

 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> cd skeys 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> show 

    # Name      PKey(local/import)   MD5 Chksum 

    1 GW1_GW2   <none>/<none>        C8321EE02FA21B5D8263DAB67A7588C9 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> export name=GW1_GW2 

dest=display 

Password: 

Confirm Password: 

RL+KQjCsx0YJPf48hZly/dhwHkLvklEayU6jlfuPkb/f/2J2uzGWupKe3uJr4FxAuBzR6hH

nd3X+1mM3GjGfdw== 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> 
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Task: Gateway-1 – Copy the skey  

Step 6: Copy the skey output. 

Copy the following skey output and use it as input to the import command that is executed on 
Gateway-2. 

RL+KQjCsx0YJPf48hZly/dhwHkLvklEayU6jlfuPkb/f/2J2uzGWupKe3uJr4FxAuBzR6hH

nd3X+1mM3GjGfdw==  

 

At this point in the configuration process, the Trusted Host is fully configured to initiate TCP/IP 
connections to the Protected Resource that will be created by following the instructions in the 
next section.  
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SECTION III  
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Task Map for Configuring a Protected Resource 

   

LINK 

Static Identity to Rule 

CONFIGURE 

Policy Rule 

CONFIGURE 

Protected Resource 

IMPORT 

Symmetric Key (skey) from TAC Token Insertion Gateway 
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Static Identity Definitions for Gateway-2 

This section contains the definitions and commands to configure a Static Identity on the TAC 
Resolution Gateway, Gateway-2, to support one IPv4 network endpoint defined as a Protected 
Resource.  

This configuration enables this network endpoint to participate in unidirectional authentication 
with another network endpoint that is defined as a Trusted Host. 

 
 

Gateway -2 DEFINITIONS 
OBJECT VALUE 

skey GW1_GW2 

Static Identity PID_Phost66 

Protected Resource Phost66 

IP Address 192.168.4.66 

Mask 255.255.255.255 

Rule GW1-GW2 

Link Static Identity with Rule: 
PID_Phost66 & GW1-GW2 

Figure 3.1 – Definitions Used to Create a Protected Resource 

 

Caveat: The following commands and argument values are used for illustration purposes only. 

Only use definitions and command arguments that are appropriate for your unique security 

requirements and local environment.  
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Static Identities—Operational Context for Protected 
Resources 

This section describes the commands and arguments used to define Protected Resources. From 
an operational perspective, the Protected Resource is linked to a Static Identity, and the Rule is 
used to enforce its security policy—discard or forward packets. 

The commands and examples in this section illustrate the proper methods for setting up a 
network endpoint to function exclusively as a Protected Resource.   

By configuring the network endpoint to function exclusively as a Protected Resource, it will be 
able to receive and respond to inbound TCP/IP connection requests from other authenticated, 
authorized network endpoints (Trusted Hosts).  However, it will not be able to initiate TCP/IP 
connection requests through the BlackRidge TAC Gateway to which it is attached. This 
configuration implements unidirectional authentication. 

The following list outlines the capabilities and limitations of a network endpoint that is 
configured as a Protected Resource.  

It answers the question: “What network endpoint can initiate and establish TCP/IP connections 
in a configuration based on unidirectional authentication?” 

 All networked attached assets (i.e., applications, servers, devices) that are protected by 

the BlackRidge TAC Gateway are by definition a Protected Resource. 

 By configuring a network endpoint to function exclusively as a Protected Resource, it can 

receive and respond to inbound TCP/IP connection requests from only Trusted Hosts, on 

either the untrusted (port U) or trusted (port T) networks. 

 It can both initiate and respond to all TCP/IP connection requests to and from any 

network endpoint connected to port T of its BlackRidge TAC Gateway.  

 It cannot initiate TCP/IP connection requests to any other network endpoint connected 

to port U of its BlackRidge TAC Gateway. This includes any other Trusted Hosts and 

Protected Resources. 

 All network endpoints, other than those defined as Protected Resources, cannot receive 

and accept inbound TCP/IP connection requests from any network endpoint on the 

untrusted (port U) network. 

Conversely, by configuring the network endpoint to function as a Protected Resource AND a 
Trusted Host, it will be able to both receive and respond to inbound TCP/IP connection requests 
from other authorized network endpoints, AND initiate TCP/IP connection requests through the 
BlackRidge TAC Gateway to other BlackRidge authenticated, authorized network endpoints. This 
configuration implements bidirectional authentication. 

Configuring bidirectional authentication is covered in the BlackRidge TAC Gateway – 
Configuration Guide. 
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Protected Resources can be added using their IPv4 or IPv6 address. When both address formats 
are required, a Protected Resource list should be used. 

The instructions for creating a Protected Resource list are also covered in BlackRidge TAC 
Gateway – Configuration Guide. 

Note: Certain commands must be executed on a specific gateway and in a particular order. This 
guide makes clear what commands are to be executed on which gateways. 

Caution: All user-defined command argument values included in this document are unique to 
this sample configuration. Ensure that you use values that are appropriate for the requirements 
for your unique configuration. 
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The following steps are executed on Gateway-2 

 

Task: Gateway-2 – Import Gateway-1’s skey  

Focus for this task: Import the skey that was generated on Gateway-1. 

Step 1: (Import the skey) 
 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/> cd /identity/skeys 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> show 

    # Name             PKey(local/import)       MD5 Chksum 

 

 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> import name=GW1_GW2 

src=display 

value=RL+KQjCsx0YJPf48hZly/dhwHkLvklEayU6jlfuPkb/f/2J2uzGWupKe3uJr4FxAu

BzR6hHnd3X+1mM3GjGfdw== 

Password: 

skey 'GW1_GW2' imported 

 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> show 

    # Name       PKey(local/import)   MD5 Chksum 

    1 GW1_GW2    <none>/<none>        C8321EE02FA21B5D8263DAB67A7588C9 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/skeys/> 
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Task: Gateway-2 – Generate a Static Identity for Protected 
Resource  

Focus for this task: Configure an Static Identity for the Protected Resource on Gateway-2 

Step 2: Add a Static Identity 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> add name=PID_Phost66 skey=GW1_GW2 

alg=HMAC-SHA-256 comment="This identity was created on Gateway-2 for a 

Protected Resource" enable=yes 
identity 'PID_Phost66' added 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/> show 

Identity Summary: In-Database: -1  In-Driver: 0 

Status Legend: 

 'I' Identity Enabled         'i' Identity Disabled  'A'  Associated 

with Trusted Host(s) 

 'R' Rule Linked and Enabled  'r' Rule Linked and Disabled  ' ' No 

Linked Rule and not Associated 

 '+' Loaded in Policy Engine  '-' Not Loaded in Policy Engine   

 'S' Static Identity          'D' Dynamic Identity 

Index Status Name  

 1  I  -S   PID_Phost66 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/> 

Task: Gateway-2 – Configure a Protected Resource  

Focus for this task: Configure a host as a Protected Resource 

Step 3: Add a Protected Resource (or Protected Resource List) 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/policy/rule/resource/> add name=Phost66 

ip=192.168.4.66 mask=255.255.255.255 

Successfully added protected resource 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/policy/rule/resource/> show 

    # Name                             IP             Mask 

    1 Phost66                192.168.4.66  255.255.255.255 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/policy/rule/resource/> 

NOTE: Specifying a mask value of 255.255.255.255 with a class C network address of 
192.168.4.66 limits the range of hosts (Protected Resources) to a single host. If you want to 
protect all hosts on the 192.168.4 network, define the mask value as 255.255.255.0.  
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You can also add multiple hosts, both IPv4 and IPv6, by creating a Protected Resource List. See 
either the BlackRidge 2.3 Command Reference or the BlackRidge Gateway – Configuration Guide 
for descriptions and examples of each. 

Task: Gateway-2 – Configure a Rule  

Focus for this task: Configure a rule on the Protected Resource 
 

Step 4: Add a Rule 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/policy/rule/> add name=GW1-GW2 action=forward 

resource=Phost66 enable=yes 

rule added 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/policy/rule/> show 

   # Name     Action     App     Prot-Resource    Identity Status 

   1 GW1-GW2  Forward    Any     Phost66                   enabled 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/policy/rule/> 

Task: Gateway-2 – Link the Static Identity to the Rule  

Focus for this task: Linking the Static Identity to the Rule on the Protected Resource 

Step 5: Link the Static Identity to the rule 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/identity/> link name=PID_Phost66 rule=GW1-GW2 

Rule linked. 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/> show 

Identity Summary: In-Database: -1  In-Driver: 0 

Status Legend: 

 'I' Identity Enabled         'i' Identity Disabled  'A'  Associated 

with Trusted Host(s) 

 'R' Rule Linked and Enabled  'r' Rule Linked and Disabled  ' ' No 

Linked Rule and not Associated 

 '+' Loaded in Policy Engine  '-' Not Loaded in Policy Engine   

 'S' Static Identity          'D' Dynamic Identity 

Index Status Name  

    1  IR +S   PID_Phost66 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/identity/>  
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At this point in the configuration process, the Protected Resource is fully configured to accept 
TCP/IP connections from the Trusted Host that was created in the previous section. 

Step 6: Change the TAC mode to “enforce” mode on Gateway-1 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/tac enforce 

Enforce Mode enabled successfully. 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/show 

Context name          : bump0 

Context comment       : 

TAC mode              : Enforce 

MISC SETTINGS 

  Max anonymous connections: 100 

  Timer period        : 3 

  Wait time           : 3600 

  Hash source port    : enable 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 

Step 7: Change the TAC mode to “enforce” mode on Gateway-2 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/> /context/tac enforce 

Enforce Mode enabled successfully. 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/> /context/show 

Context name          : bump0 

Context comment       : 

TAC mode              : Enforce 

MISC SETTINGS 

  Max anonymous connections: 100 

  Timer period        : 3 

  Wait time           : 3600 

  Hash source port    : enable 

admin@Gateway-2[bump0]:/> 
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Congratulations 

You have successfully accomplished the following: 

 Generated, exported and imported symmetric key on two gateways—the TAC Token 

Insertion gateway and the TAC Token Resolution gateway. 

 Configured the TAC Token Insertion gateway to trust a IPv4 network endpoint 

 Configured the TAC Token Resolution gateway to protect a IPv4 network endpoint 

 Created a rule to govern the communications between networks and endpoints 

connected by BlackRidge TAC Gateways 

 Employed Static Identities to configure unidirectional authentication for all network 

communications between two IPv4 endpoints connected through two BlackRidge TAC 

Gateways 

 Cloaked the network endpoint defined as a Protected Resource, effectively removing it 

from unauthorized access, awareness and reconnaissance.  

At this point, all the necessary tasks for configuring your gateways to support unidirectional 
authentication have been successfully completed.  

Test your configuration by using SSH (or similar program) to establish a connection to the 
Protected Resource from an “Unauthorized Client” as depicted in the following graphic. If the 
configuration steps were executed properly, no network endpoint other than the Trusted Host 
can establish a TCP/IP connection with the Protected Resource. 

For advanced configuration topics, please reference the BlackRidge TAC Gateway – 
Configuration Guide. It covers topics like the following: 

 Configuring IPv6 Trusted Hosts 

 Configuring IPv6 Protected Resources 

 Configuring IPv4 and IPv6 Trusted Host lists 

 Configuring IPv4 and IPv6 Protected Resource lists 

 Configuring IPv4 network endpoints with bidirectional authentication 

 Configuring IPv6 network endpoints with bidirectional authentication 

 Configuring IDMS Identities 

 Configuring Dynamic Active Directory (AD) Identities 

 Configuring Dynamic RADIUS Identities 

 Configuring Layer 3 functionality 
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Final Configuration for Static Identity Protection 

The objective of the previous sections of this guide is to achieve the following final 
configuration: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Final topology comprising unidirectional authentication of two network endpoints 
 

Note: When using physical hardware, as in this basic topology, Switch 2 and Switch 3 are 

optional. The Trusted Host and Protected Resource systems could plug directly into the trusted 

ports of the gateways.  Switch 2 and Switch 3 are added in this sample configuration to 

accommodate expansion of the topology to include multiple Trusted Host and Protected 

Resource systems.   
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Appendix A: Commands to Add & Remove Static Identity 
Trusted Hosts  

 

 

CONFIGURING 192.168.4.10 AS A TRUSTED HOST 
/identity/skeys/generate name=GW1_GW2 
/identity/add name=TID_Thost10 skey=GW1_GW2 alg=HMAC-SHA-256 comment="This 
identity was created on Gateway-1 for a Trusted Host" enable=yes 
/identity/host/add name=Thost10 ip=192.168.4.10 mask=255.255.255.255  
/identity/associate name=TID_Thost10 host=Thost10 
/identity/skeys/export name=GW1_GW2 dest=display 
gw1_gw2skey 
gw1_gw2skey 
 
save 

Table A.1 – Commands for Creating a Static Identity Trusted Host  

 

COMMANDS TO REMOVE 192.168.4.10 AS A TRUSTED HOST 

/identity/disassociate name=TID_Thost10 host=Thost10 
/identity/del name=TID_Thost10 
/identity/host/del name=Thost10 
/identity/skeys/del name=GW1_GW2 
save 

Table A.2 – Commands for removing a Static Identity Trusted Host 

 Table A.3 – Commands for verifying the removal of a Static Identity Trusted Host  

VERIFICATION COMMANDS 

/etc/hostname/show 
/etc/hosts/show 
/identity/show 
/identity/host/show 
/identity/host/list/show 
/identity/dynamic/cfg 
/policy/rule/show 
/policy/rule/resource/show 
/policy/rule/resource/list/show 
/identity/skeys/show 
/context/show 
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Appendix B: Commands to Add & Remove Static Identity 
Protected Resources 

 

DEFINING 192.168.4.66 AS A PROTECTED RESOURCE 

/identity/skey/import name=GW1_GW2 src=display 

value=gfUzk8rzvIgcKmBXMVcLY546BVfg4XRsbtIAC3t7k1sNKDGYyxUOYbMuyoyey

BhZsrxlfhCRYjVgVGFXbIE/AA== 
gw1_gw2skey 
/identity/add name=PID_Phost66 skey=GW1_GW2 alg=HMAC-SHA-256 comment="This 
identity was created on Gateway-2 for a Protected Resource" enable=yes 
/policy/rule/resource/add name=Phost66 ip=192.168.4.66 mask=255.255.255.255 
/policy/rule/add name=GW1-GW2 action=forward resource=Phost66 enable=yes 
/identity/link name=PID_Phost66 rule=GW1-GW2 
save 

Table B.1 – Commands for creating a Static Identity Protected Resource 

 

COMMANDS TO REMOVE 192.168.4.66 AS A PROTECTED RESOURCE 

/identity/unlink name=PID_Phost66 rule=GW1-GW2 
/policy/rule/del name=GW1-GW2 
/policy/rule/resource/del name=Phost66 
/identity/del name=PID_Phost66 
/identity/skeys/del name=GW1_GW2 
save 

Table B.2 – Commands for removing a Static Identity Protected Resource 

 

VERIFICATION COMMANDS 

/etc/hostname/show 
/etc/hosts/show 
/identity/show 
/identity/host/show 
/identity/host/list/show 
/policy/rule/show 
/policy/rule/resource/show 
/policy/rule/resource/list/show 
/identity/skeys/show 
/context/show 
 

Table B.3 – Commands for verifying the removal of a Static Identity Protected Resource 


